APRIL 2021
NOTE from Kelly:
I have created a great *Care Package* for those of you wanting Custom Guidance & Support on a monthly basis. This
one was created for me/my community as a SAMPLE of the Mystic Mentorship TOOLS. Each month, you would
receive this Custom Guidance just for YOU! I use your chart to give you Custom Astro guidance and pull Tarot cards
each month that are also unique for you, the individual. (I use my own chart for this sample.)
Each Month ~ RECEIVE:
pdf/mp3 for New Moon Guidance + Basic Tools
pdf/mp3 for New Moon Divinations
pdf/mp3 for Custom Ritual

pdf/mp3 for Full Moon Guidance + Basic Tools
pdf/mp3 for Full Moon Divinations

LIBRA Full Moon ~ 3.28.2021
Lunar Basic Tools (pdf)
Personal Guidance (pdf + mp3)

ARIES New Moon ~ 4.11.2021
Lunar Basic Tools (pdf)
Personal Guidance (pdf + mp3)

DIVINATIONS
Oracles (pdf + mp3)

DIVINATIONS
Oracles (pdf + mp3)

RITUAL for Self-Love & Divine Mate
Instructions (pdf + mp3)

Balance Comes from an Understanding
of What the Other Might Need
Without Letting Go
of Our Own Needs

ARIES New Moon ~ 4.11.2021

Lunar Basic Tools (pdf)

Personal Guidance (pdf + mp3)

This is an annual Initiation of the New You, the New Year and a brand New Beginning that is available for those who
choose the New, leave the Old/Past behind, and bravely stepping into the unknown. The Libra Full Moon (3/28) may
have revealed where more *Internal Balance* is required for you to truly anchor this Emerging Identity. It may have
also revealed where more *External Balance* is required for you to maintain relationships or agreements with others
(or not). Most likely, some of both will manifest. This is an annual opportunity to release imbalances within ourselves
and our relationships or environment, anything that is preventing the Aries/New Beginning from unfolding naturally.
The Capricorn Last Qtr Moon (4/4) illuminates what you, personally, are responsible for at this and where being
organized is helpful. You are on completely new ground now and the Aries New Moon launches us all to the next level.
Consider how much has been cleared and released just in the last year alone. This first *Seed Point* is vital to the next
6-12 months of growth and expansion. It is truly time to close out and release anything no longer essential to your
reality or evolution. The message is: Don’t Rush and Neither Postpone. This is the week to dedicate your Self to taking
responsibility for whatever you have chosen to create, then consciously prepare to go for it in the very near future! Any
residual imbalances can be released with the Scorpio Super/Full Moon (4/26). This month’s lunation sets us up for
some very new territory, stay alert and present, especially when navigating the world or negotiating with others.
Kelly: This New Moon in Aries falls in my 5th House of Creativity, Sex, Children, Fun, StoryTelling, Theater &
Games. Aries is all about a new self-expression, a new beginning and new courage to venture out into unknown
territory, excited about the possibilities rather than afraid of the consequences. It is time for me to activate a new
purpose and passion to guide my life for the next year. It is also a culmination of the last year of cultivating an identity
& purpose and it’s time to evolve yet again. It is an opportunity to tune into my instincts and really ask the deeper
question of what I really want, deep down in my heart-of-hearts. What do I want to express? What do I want to
experience? How can I be more courageous in my everyday life?

Aries New Moon ~ DIVINATIONS
I – Magician ~ MEDICINE MAN
Keywords:
Mystical Forces – Your Male Component – Faith in Nature’s Power – Seeing Far
Ahead – Intuitive Grasp of the Truth – Flowing Energy – Ability & Willingness to Help
– Experiment Newly and Create Outwardly Visible Manifestations
Inner Message:
The Medicine Man tells you that you already are what you seek. As soon as you turn
your attention away from “wanting to become” to the awareness of “what is”, you get a
taste of the meaning of this card. Once you focus on “simply being” and renounce the
mind’s addiction to complicate everything by thinking about it, a new understanding
arises. In the immediacy of unfabricated simplicity your greatest talents are revealed.
You recognize what is true power, genuine creativity. Your growing awareness of the
miraculousness of your existence gives you faith in the workings of the Great Mystery.
And this faithfulness makes you capable of using correctly, the powers you once feared.
Gratefully accept the assistance that is offered to you now.
Outward Manifestation:
The fathomless strength of your internal Medicine Man supports you. So dare what must be dared now, no matter
whether it is job-related or concerns an affair of the heart. You can accomplish more than you believe! You are much
more than you know! Your true being exists beyond all human imagination. If you allow your mental doors to open and
step into the unknown with your whole heart and determination, your outer life will flourish in unknown ways too.
Here is your chance to heal, internally and externally, as you go beyond your self-imposed limits. Become aware of
your inner power! The power of your internal Medicine Man lies in his faithful observance of nature’s laws, since they
reflect the power of the Great Mystery. But his greatest strength is found in the openness and clarity of his perception.
This is your key to his innermost treasure.

Daughter of Fire ~ SELF-ACTUALIZATION
Keywords:
Self-Actualization ~ Inspiration ~ Love ~ Faith ~ Courage ~ Hope ~ Innocence ~
Earnestness & Sincerity ~ Unwilling to Bind Yourself
Inner Message:
You feel deeply connected to the spirit in all of creation and should praise heaven for
your inner realization. Remember that the oneness of existence includes yourself and
remains forever intact ~ notwithstanding what we believe in or think about others.
When we realize this oneness and maintain this awareness in our daily lives, we
return to our innermost center.
Outward Manifestation:
You are able to vibrate in accordance with your rising power. Just tune into your own
rhythms now. Trust the force that animates you! It wants to lift you to high heaven
like the smoke rising from a bowl of healing herbs. The greater your faith in the secret
forces that guide and preserve your existence, the more surefooted will be your
journey. Your path lies clearly before you.

Father of Fire ~ CHARISMATIC VISIONARY
Keywords:
Charismatic Visionary ~ Will Power ~ Intensity ~ Pioneering Work ~ Striving for
Freedom ~ Bold Action ~ Motivation ~ Also Impatient & Sometimes Hasty,
Thoughtless Action
Inner Message:
Follow your inner vision while remaining true to your heart. Let your spirit dictate
every action! Risk being completely yourself. Despite all human frailty, you are
now able to gratefully acknowledge your many talents and use them to inspire
other’s participation in new projects.
Outward Manifestation:
Time to get cracking! A flaming inner energy is in search of a new, creative outlet.
You want to overcome your previous limitations and find new meaning in life. So
boldly go ahead and find a truly thrilling enterprise. Just make sure your actions are
not just compelling, but also in accordance with your integrity & common sense.

5th House ~ Creativity, Sex, Children, Fun, StoryTelling, Theater & Games:
Son of Earth ~ TRUST
Keywords:
Trust ~ Serenity ~ Being Considerate ~ Enjoyment ~ Love of Nature ~ Endurance ~
Earthiness ~ Faithfulness ~ Sometimes too Inflexible
Inner Message:
Complete Ripeness! The fruits of internal & external labor are yielding a bountiful
harvest. You are the beneficiary. Share this wealth with everyone. You will enjoy
your success even more if you include others!
Outward Manifestation:
Satisfying results are achieved. Your work is shaping up nicely. You have invested
your energy in a worthwhile manner. It is all right to be proud of yourself for once!
How else can one learn to appreciate what anyone has done? It is important to
acknowledge yourself for a job well-done. You have placed a seed into the ground
and faithfully tended to it. Nature’s power has allowed it to grow, and now you are
harvesting a ripe fruit. This image does not pertain to the physical plane alone.

SHADOW: 5 of Fire ~ STRESS
Keywords:
Stress ~ Quarrel ~ Disagreement ~ Power Trips ~ Agitation ~ Ambition ~
Competitiveness
Inner Message:
When an onslaught of some kind has thrown you off balance, turn your attention to
what goes on inside. Emotional stress and the pressure you feel coming from the
outside are actually manifestations of the quarrel that takes place inside you when
dueling values & beliefs clash.
Outward Manifestation:
Life reflects what goes on inside you at any given time. If daily life causes too
much stress and anxiety, stop and take a moment to find yourself again. Fighting
will only cost you more energy. Remember there is a very private room inside,
filled with peace and calm. This sanctuary always remains open to you.

